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ABSTRACT
In this paper we suggest a new approach to analysis and
design of IR systems. We argue for design space exploration
in constructing IR systems and in analyzing the effects of
individual modules and parameters. We present results of
experiments with parametric interpolation, or “ homotopy”,
between two systems, and show, incidentally, that the best
results are not achieved at the endpoints, and may lie outside
the bounding hypercube defined by our choice of parameteri-
zation. Three distinct classes of interpolation are introduced
to deal with the complexities of the specific example.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval; D.2.2 [Software Engineering]:
Design Tools and Techniques

General Terms
Design, Experimentation

Keywords
Homotopy, Rocchio, Adaptive Filtering

1. INTRODUCTION
Constructing and tuning a good Information Retrieval

(IR) system for a specific topic or corpus can be viewed
as a design problem. The value of such a system can be
evaluated on the basis of its performance (such as precision
and recall, or other measures based on detector theory and
utility) on some evaluation set, considered in relation to the
time and computational resources it requires to accomplish
its various tasks.

In many other technologies, such as HVAC (heating, venti-
lation and air-conditioning) layout design [14], VLSI chip de-
sign [3] and aerospace vehicle design ([12], [6], [18], [13]) ap-
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propriate methods for automatically exploring design space
and seeking optimal designs have been developed.

Historically, in the design of IR systems, however, ad hoc
approaches prevail. Typically, some “system” X described in
the literature is taken as a basis, numerous discrete choices
regarding term representation and matching are made and
a few, model-specific, parameters are tuned. Many of the
details are not spelled out in any report. The system may be
simply referred to as a “modification” of X, thus obscuring
the changes made. This widespread approach, on the one
hand tends to obscure connections between models, and on
the other hand hides significant differences between systems
bearing the same name.

We cannot draw an exact parallel to the modeling of phys-
ical systems, as described above. In particular, it might
be argued that, while an airplane or chip design evaluation
is based on scientific physical principles, the experimental
evaluation of an IR system depends on the particularities
of the topics, judges, and corpus examined. Thus an ex-
periment is not as precise an indicator of its performance on
another task. However, it is reasonable to assume that there
are some broad categories of corpora with which the system
should work well. Indeed, without such an assumption, it
would be hard to justify any of the large projects such as
TREC (http://trec.nist.gov/), CLEF [4] or NTCIR [9]. For
example, if a system is evaluated on a news corpus, using
business questions, it is reasonable to believe that for many
other news corpora and similar questions, its performance
would be comparable. Such a system would not necessar-
ily perform well on a corpus of scientific abstracts, and the
reverse also holds. Systems for those tasks may require dif-
ferent tunings, or even different designs. But, analogously,
the design of a fighter aircraft is quite different from that of
a passenger airliner.

We propose that the task of designing an IR/AF (Adap-
tive Filtering) system should be approached in the same
principled way as the task of designing a chip or an air-
plane. Instead of viewing different models and representa-
tions in isolation from each other, we should try to situate
them as points in a continuous and connected parameterized
design space, to which existing design space exploration and
optimization methods should be applicable.

The method of homotopic optimization [17] was originally
developed to solve difficult problems by smoothly distorting
them into easy problems. Ultimately we would hope to do
that for the IR/AF problem. The present note may be re-
garded as a first step in this program. The idea of homotopy
provides a useful way of connecting the isolated points ex-
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amined by specific teams, so that the larger space may be ex-
plored. When procedures for exploration have been defined,
it will be possible to consider important questions such as
the convexity of the objective function in the design space.
We note that the choice of the parameterization will affect
the convexity, as a monotone transformation may convert a
convex function into one that is not, and vice versa.

We illustrate our approach by “connecting” two systems
which, as it happens, share the same “common name”. How-
ever, as will be seen in the following, this common name ob-
scures a set of deep differences which are, we believe, repre-
sentative of the differences between methods having different
“common names”. We find satisfactory ways to interpolate
the methods with regard to all of the design choices. As
a byproduct, we examine the objective function along the
principal diagonal (a kind of “linear bridge” between two
islands in design space) and find somewhat improved per-
formance at a point along that bridge. This is, of course,
not surprising, since a line in the design space is unlikely to
have one of its endpoints closer to the optimum than any of
its interior points. We also show that in a vicinity of this
“good diagonal point” further improvement is possible. But
we caution that this exploration of the TREC2002 Adap-
tive Filtering task is a specific instance of the problem to
be solved, and do not lay too much emphasis on the spe-
cific design point that is best for this instance. We examine
the stability of our results in two important ways, and find
that the fundamental conclusions are unaltered by (a) a ran-
dom change in the order in which information is presented
to the adaptive system and (b) a change to problems from
a substantially different corpus (the OHSUMED collection
[8]).

The model developed here will also make it possible to
study the relation between method and problem. Specifi-
cally, for each of many instances of the problem, one may
find the optimizing set of parameters. One may then study
that set of parameters, which are now points in the space
representing the systems. If these points cluster into a single
region, we may say that it defines the “solution to the prob-
lem” in the given design space. If the solutions form two
distinct clusters then we should conclude that the instances
represent two meaningfully different types of problems, and
should look for the characteristics of that difference. This
“solution driven” approach is complementary to, and more
scientifically executable than the large literature on “natural
types of problems” which seeks to divide problems accord-
ing to the such diverse factors as the “the purpose of the
inquiry” and “the age of the user”. When the NRRC RIA
[7] data become generally available they will provide an ex-
cellent corpus on which to conduct these explorations.

2. OVERVIEW
In this text capital case letters denote sets, lower case

letters denote scalars and vectors. We use letter t to denote
a term, d - a document, q - query. Bold face brackets () are
used to denote inner product.

2.1 Types of Parameterization
Suppose that we have two real-valued functions f, g de-

fined on some space X. Then for λ ∈ [0, 1], the function
fλ = λf + (1 − λ)g is clearly an interpolation between f
and g. However, when a function seems to be defined in
terms of a “natural” parameter, we may wish to interpo-

late that parameter. An example is the use of so-called
“term weights”, which represent a diagonal metric in “term
space”. In some formulations, the proposed weight appears
linearly. In others, it appears raised to the second power,
with a gloss suggesting that “ both query terms and doc-
ument terms are being weighted”. From the mathematical
point of view, there is nothing special about using either the
first or second power of some number ω(t), and a natural in-
terpolation is ω(t)1+λ. Even more complex transformations
suggest themselves when the function in question is defined
in a piecewise fashion, or by an iterative process.

When any such interpolation is defined, it is natural to
ask whether the endpoints are in any sense “privileged”.
We believe that there are three broad cases. In one case,
the endpoints have been chosen quite arbitrarily and it is
easy to “move” the endpoints so that the original interval
becomes a sub-interval of the new one. In this case it may or
may not be possible to extrapolate the results by extending
a parameter outside of the unit interval. In the second case,
the endpoints are in some sense “natural”, and it is hard to
imagine extending a system beyond them. Of course, when
we believe that the endpoints are not such natural points, we
should consider whether we can identify natural endpoints
at the same time that we do the analysis. In the third case,
it may seem sensible to extend the parameter outside the
unit interval, with no limitation.

2.2 Organization of this paper
The paper is structured in the following way. In Section 3

we discuss in some detail the TREC Adaptive Filtering task,
data and utilities. Section 4 is the core of this paper: it con-
tains the description of homotopy between two very different
“Rocchio” systems, involving a total of 10 parameters. In
Section 5 we analyze the performance of the “intermediate”
systems and the effects of interpolation parameters. Finally,
in Section 6 we present our conclusions.

3. TREC-11
A detailed description of TREC-11 adaptive filtering task

and of results can be found in [10]. Essentially, systems are
given a small number (3) of examples of relevant documents
for a topic, and a larger body of materials similar to the ones
that will be used to test the system. Thereafter, documents
are presented in a pre-assigned sequence, and the system
must decide whether to send them for “judgment”. Only
by sending a document for judgment can the system learn
whether it is relevant. A document in the test set could re-
late in one of the three ways to a given topic. It could be
positive for a topic, negative for a topic or unjudged. During
the testing stage, or the adaptive filtering itself, the classi-
fier may be modified, based on its performance, to better
respond to future documents. The utility function gives 2
units for a relevant document and charges 1 unit if it is not.

The two systems that we chose to interpolate between are
DIMACS Rocchio [2] (TREC run dimacs11aAPQ) and the
Rocchio system constructed by Chinese Academy of Science
(CAS) [16] (TREC run ICTAdaFT11Ua). A Rocchio model
uses the original query text, the known relevant examples,
and information about the centroids of the vectors repre-
senting the set of judged relevant documents and the set of
judged but not relevant documents. Despite the fact that
both systems are versions of the “same” method (Rocchio
[11]), there was a significant difference in the performance.
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The CAS system had the best results in adaptive filtering,
while DIMACS’s Rocchio performance was no more than
mediocre.

3.1 Data
The dataset used in TREC-11 adaptive filtering is the

well-known RCV1 corpus provided by Reuters for research
purposes [1]. It consists of approximately 800,000 news sto-
ries covering a time period of a year in 1996-1997. The
first 6 weeks’ items, 20 August through 30 September were
used as a training set. The size of the training set was ap-
proximately 23,000 documents. The rest of the documents
formed the test set.

There were 100 topics. The first 50 of these were con-
structed by assessors at NIST and were known as “assessor”
topics. The remaining 50 topics, known as “intersection”
topics, were build as intersections of pairs of Reuters cate-
gories.

Each topic had exactly three labeled positive (relevant)
documents in the training set. All other documents in the
training set were unlabeled with respect to that topic. How-
ever, the large size of the training set allowed evaluation of
term frequency statistics.

3.2 Utilities
Performance of a system on each topic was evaluated ac-

cording to a truncated version of a linear utility measure.
We need some terminology. Let T be the test set. Let

T+ be the set of all positive documents for a topic in the
test set. Let D be a set of all submitted documents, and
let D+ be the set of positive documents submitted, D− the
set of negative documents submitted and Du as the set of
unlabeled documents submitted. As usual, |S| denotes the
number of elements in a set S.

Then, the T11SU measure is defined as:

T11SU =
max(T11NU,−0.5) + 0.5

1.5

T11NU =
2|D+| − (|D−| + |Du|)

2|T+|
.

4. ROCCHIO CLASSIFIER FOR ADAPTIVE
FILTERING

This Section presents the central part of our work. We dis-
cuss the choices involved in constructing a Rocchio classifier.
We pay particular attention to design decisions distinguish-
ing the DIMACS method and the CAS method. The key
innovation is a method to interpolate between two systems
which, sometimes, make use of very different constructs. It
is our belief that the homotopic approach described here
can be useful in analyzing IR system design choices and in
constructing better systems.

The interpolation is controlled by 10 parameters λ∗. Each
of these parameters takes values in the interval from 0 to
1, with value 0 corresponding to the DIMACS choice of a
particular component, and the value 1 corresponding to the
CAS choice.

4.1 Term Representation
Both DIMACS and CAS use the standard bag-of-words

representation for documents. That is, each document is
represented by a real-valued vector, labeled by terms. The
entry for each term is derived from the number of times that

term occurs in this document. This is “term frequency” of
a term with respect to a document or a query is denoted by
f ′(t, d).

Both DIMACS and CAS represent a term by the same
transform of the term frequency:

f(t, d) =

{

1 + log(f ′(t, d)), f ′(t, d) > 0
0, f ′(t, d) = 0

4.2 Term Weighting
Based on the training corpus it is possible to derive a

measure called the document frequency, i′(t) - number of
documents that contain t. The so-called “term frequency”
is usually weighted by some function of the term’s docu-
ment frequency. The intuition behind this approach is that
the most frequent terms are not particularly useful in clas-
sification and should be weighted down, while rarer terms
should have more weight.

DIMACS uses the following formula:

iD(t) = log(
1 + |T |

1 + i′(t)
)

CAS uses formula:

iC(t) =

{

log(1 + |T |
i′(t)+1.0

), i′(t) ≥ 6

0, i′(t) < 6

The interpolating system weights the terms as follows:

i(t, λi) = iD(t)(1 − λi) + iC(t)λi.

The interpolating parameter is called λi where the let-
ter “i” refers to the inverse document frequency. While it
is possible in principle to update the idf weight of a term
during adaptive filtering, neither the DIMACS nor the CAS
method implemented this option.

4.3 Computing Scores
In Rocchio methods, a query is represented by a vector q,

much as a document is. We will describe how the vector q
is constructed in Section 4.8. In the current section we only
discuss how score of a document, given a query vector, is
computed.

DIMACS computes the score of a document in relation to
the query as an inner product of their representative vectors:
sD(d, q) = (d,Wq).

CAS computes the score as the cosine of the angle between
these vectors: sC(d, q) = (d,Wq)/|d||Wq|, where |d| denotes
Euclidean norm of vector d, i.e. |d|2 =

∑

t∈d

f2(t, d).

In both cases W is a diagonal matrix whose entries are in-
terpreted as the weights of the components. However, along
the interpolation in λi the DIMACS component-wise weights
are i(t, λi) for term t, while the CAS weights are i2(t, λi).

The interpolation method computes the component-wise
weights as follows:

w(t, λw) = (i(t, λi))
1+λw

Therefore, it is more accurate to write sD(d, λw) and sC(d, λw).
Interpolation between sD(d, λw) and sC(d, λw) will be de-
scribed in Section 4.5.

Obviously other ways can be chosen to interpolate be-
tween the first and second powers of a number, but this
seems to us the most “natural”.
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Figure 1: Interpolation of Scores and Thresholds

4.4 Setting the Classifier Threshold
A classifier “decides” whether a document is relevant based

on comparison of document score with a topic-specific thresh-
old. DIMACS and CAS have different methods for comput-
ing this threshold on the basis of training documents and
for updating it on the basis of the test documents.

The DIMACS method recomputes a threshold τD(q, i) af-
ter submitting and receiving a relevance judgment for an
i-th document. The scores for all previously seen labeled
and pseudolabelled documents are recomputed and an opti-
mal threshold (with respect to utility) is chosen.

CAS starts with fixed initial threshold values (0.19 for
assessor topics and 0.27 for intersection topics; note that the
use of a cosine scale keeps all scores in the interval [0, 1]).
They set δ = 0.005 and update as follows:

τC(q, i) =







τC(q, i− 1) + δ, if T11Uq < 0 after a submission
τC(q, i− 1) − δ, if zi−1 = 60000
τC(q, i− 1), otherwise

where zi is a counter, keeping track of the number of docu-
ments seen since the last submission:

zi =

{

zi−1 + 1, if di−1 is not submitted
0, if zi−1 = 60000 or di−1 is submitted

Since for each moment in time there is only one value of
τC and τD for a given query, we drop i from the notation so
the CAS threshold is denoted by τC(q), and the DIMACS
threshold is τD(q).

Interpolation between τC(q) and τD(q) is described Sec-
tion 4.5.

4.5 Interpolation of Scores and Thresholds
Interpolation of thresholds and scores proved to be some-

what tricky. The difficulty originates with the decision about
normalization. DIMACS does not normalize scores while
CAS does. Furthermore, the methods for adaptively adjust-
ing thresholds (and for setting initial thresholds) are very
different. DIMACS estimates initial thresholds from train-
ing data and readjusts them after every document judgment,
while CAS uses fixed initial thresholds and changes them
only when the method starts performing badly, either by

submitting a lot of negative documents or by not submit-
ting any.

We interpolate for each topic separately. For each topic,
we compute the scores of documents according to the DI-
MACS and the CAS approaches (with all the parameters
being the same, the difference is in the normalization). We
thus can obtain the largest DIMACS and CAS scores for
documents for this topic (mD and mC respectively). We
know that the smallest possible score is 0. This enables us
to define a linear map from CAS score space to DIMACS
score space. The result of the mapping serves as one end-
point of interpolation, while DIMACS score serves as the
other. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1.

Therefore, given a CAS score sC(d, λw), we consider its
DIMACS equivalent to be:

ψ(sC(d, λw)) =
mD

mC

sC(d, λw). (1)

The mapping of a CAS threshold is done using the same
function ψ. Since the mapping is linear, it does not affect
the results of filtering. Therefore, a classifier that simply
performs this mapping of CAS scores would have the same
performance as without this mapping. It remains only to in-
terpolate between the equivalent image of the CAS threshold
and the DIMACS threshold.

The interpolation between CAS and DIMACS scores or
thresholds sC and sD is done as follows:

s(sC , sD, λS) = ψ(sC)λS + sD(1 − λS)

where λS ∈ [0, 1] is the interpolation parameter.

4.6 Set Representation
DIMACS and CAS create vectors to represent the sets (of

positive documents, negative documents, etc.) in different
ways. DIMACS represents these sets by the averages of the
vectors in these sets. CAS uses the sums of all the vectors
in these sets.

In the interpolating system, vectors representing each set
are given by:

v(S, λr) =
1

1 + (1 − λr)(|S| − 1)

∑

a∈S

a.

v(S) is a vector, and λr is an interpolation parameter.

4.7 Pseudo-labeled Documents in Training
As mentioned above, the training set contains only 3 posi-

tive examples for each topic. It also contains a large number
of documents for which labels are not available.

This suggests the idea of trying to find examples in the
training set that are “sufficiently similar” or “sufficiently
dissimilar” to the positive examples. We shall refer to these
examples as “pseudo-positive” and “pseudo-negative”. This
allows us to extend the set of documents that serve as basis
for the classifier.

CAS does not make use of pseudo-labeled documents dur-
ing the training stage.

DIMACS obtains pseudo-labeled documents from the un-
labeled training data. This approach relies on parameters
called “density” (d+ and d−) and “proportion” (p+ and p−).
Essentially, among the top p+|D| and bottom p−|D| unla-
beled documents sorted by similarity to qterms and v(Di+),
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pseudo-positives and pseudo-negatives are chosen uniformly
at random with probabilities of d+ and d− respectively.

In our systems all these parameters (d+, d−, p+ and p−)
are interpolated to 0 using λp. Note that according to our
conventions the endpoint λp = 1 corresponds to the CAS
choice where each parameter has the value 0.

This same idea must also be applied to unjudged docu-
ments during the filtering stage. We discuss this in greater
detail in Section 4.9.

4.8 Query Initialization
The Query is initially represented as a vector of terms

describing it: qterms. Initialization in both the DIMACS
and CAS models follows the generalized formula:

qinit = α′qterms+β′v(Di+)+γ′v(Di−)x′v(Di+
p)−y′v(Di−

p)

where Di+ is the set of positive documents, Di− is the set
of negative documents, Di+

p is the set of pseudo-negative
documents andDi−

p is the set of pseudo-positive documents
at the initialization stage. All these documents are from the
training data only.

The process of constructing qinit thus consists of two stages.
In the first stage, only query terms and positive documents
are used. In the second stage, unlabeled documents are
sorted by their score with respect to qinit. Pseudo-labeled
documents are chosen and incorporated into the initial query,
according to the above formula. Finally, the threshold is
chosen to maximize utility, as described in Section 4.4.

Since no negative training documents were given for train-
ing, γ′ = 0 for both the DIMACS and CAS methods.

In the CAS model, α′ = 3, β′ = 1, x′ = 0 and y′ = 0.
In other words, no pseudo-labeled documents are chosen at
initialization, and only the first stage of constructing qinit

is needed.
In the DIMACS model, α′ = 1 and β′ = 1. The situa-

tion is somewhat more complicated for x and y, which are
defined as: x′ = 2/|Di+

p| and y′ = 5/|Di−
p|. (The DI-

MACS method for finding documents in Di+
p and Di−

p is
discussed in Section 4.7).

We interpolate between the DIMACS and CAS values for
α′: α′ = 3λα +1(1−λα). The parameter β′ doesn’t need to
be interpolated. The parameters controlling x′ and y′ are
all interpolated from their respective values to 0 using the
interpolation parameter λp (from Section 4.7).

qinit(λα, λp) = (3λα + (1 − λα))qterms + v(Di+)

+(1 − λp)x′v(Di+
p) − (1 − λp)y′v(Di−

p)

4.9 Unjudged Documents In Test
A document that is submitted by a system but for which

no label is available is called “unjudged”. Unjudged docu-
ments can in principle be also assigned a pseudo-positive or
pseudo-negative label by the system.

The DIMACS system ignores unjudged documents. The
CAS system however labels unjudged documents as pseudo-
negative if their score is less than 0.6.

In the combination system we interpolate linearly between
0 and 0.6:

τu(λu) = 0.6λu + (1 − λu)0 = 0.6λu

4.10 Query Update
The system can adjust its behavior during filtering based

on the labels it receives for submitted documents. The up-
date for both the CAS and DIMACS system consists of
changing the query vector and adjusting thresholds. The
methods for adjusting thresholds used by both systems were
discussed in Section 4.4.

The rule for constructing the query vector on the basis of
test documents can be stated as follows:

q = αqinit + βv(D+) − γv(D−) + xv(D+
p) − yv(D−

p)

For CAS, the parameter values are: α = 1, β = 1, γ = 1.8,
x = 0, y = 1.3. For DIMACS, the parameter values are:
α = 1, β = 1, γ = .125, x = 0, y = .0125.

The parameter x can be ignored since neither system uses
“pseudo-positives”. The parameters α and β have the same
values in DIMACS and CAS and are not interpolated. The
parameters γ and y are interpolated using λγ and λy in a
straightforward way.

Therefore the final formula is as follows:

q(λγ , λy) = qinit + v(D+) −

(1.8λγ + 0.125(1 − λγ))v(D−) −

(1.3λy + 0.0125(1 − λy))v(D−
p)

4.11 Quitting Strategy
The DIMACS method uses the following quitting strat-

egy: if, after submitting 50 documents, the utility is neg-
ative, no more documents will be submitted for this topic.
(The value of 50 was chosen after experiments with an in-
dependent training corpus). The CAS method never stops
submitting documents, i.e. its “give-up” point is at infinity.

The quitting strategy can be described as function of a
parameter ε: a system quits if, after submitting τq = 1/ε
documents, the utility is negative. For DIMACS, εD = 0.02,
and for CAS ε = 0.

This allows us to interpolate between these values as fol-
lows:

τq(λq) =
1

0.02(1 − λq)
.

The actual values of τq for λq in {0,0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}
are {50, 62.5, 83.3, 125, 250}. When λq = 1, the quitting
strategy is not applied.

4.12 Limits of Interpolation Parameters
As noted in Section 2.1, interpolation parameters can, in

some cases, be extended beyond the interval [0,1] without
difficulty. For a number of the parameters in our represen-
tation, that extension eventually encounters limits because
the corresponding parameters of the training procedure or
the Rocchio model cannot be negative. Some parameters
also have additional constraints. The resulting intervals are
rather complex, and are shown in Table 1.

We would like to note that different regions of Rocchio pa-
rameter space can be explored using our method by moving
the endpoints (instead of extending the interpolation vari-
ables outside of [0, 1]). If the new endpoints are well-defined,
so will be all the points between them.
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λ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 CAS
Average T11SU, λq = 1 0.033 0.103 0.260 0.364 0.404 0.394 0.405

Average T11SU 0.113 0.139 0.263 0.364 0.404 0.394 0.405

Table 2: Results of diagonal interpolation between DIMACS and CAS Rocchio. Results in the first row were
obtained without quitting strategy. Results in the last row were obtained with interpolation of λq (Section
4.11). The entry in column 0.0 in the last row corresponds to the actual DIMACS TREC 11 submission (run
dimacs11aAPQ). The last column contains the result of CAS method. Our λ = 1 results do not match it -
please refer to text for a discussion of this.

λ 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Average T11SU, λq = 1 0.005 0.008 0.051 0.184 0.361 0.445 0.467 0.474 0.463 0.464 0.482

Average T11SU 0.138 0.131 0.132 0.164 0.319 0.440 0.467 0.474 0.463 0.464 0.482

Table 3: Results of diagonal interpolation between DIMACS and CAS Rocchio on OHSUMED dataset.
Results in the first row were obtained without quitting strategy. Results in the last row were obtained with
interpolation of λq (Section 4.11).

Parameter Limits
λα [−0.5,∞)
λγ [− 5

67
,∞)

λp (−∞,min( 1
x′ ,

1
y′ )]

λy [− 1
103

,∞)
λu [0, 5

3
]

λi [−mint∈T
iD(t)

iD(t)+iC(t)
,∞)

λw (−∞,∞)
λS [0, 1]
λr [0,∞)
λq [0, 1)

Table 1: Limits on interpolation variables
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Figure 2: Plot of Tables 2 and 3. The lines with
squares show results on TREC-11, while the lines
with circles show results on OHSUMED data. The
lines with filled figures correspond to the second
rows (interpolating λq). The lines with the empty
figures correspond to the first rows (λq = 1 - no quit-
ting strategy).

Parameter Parameter Values
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

λα 0.405 0.407 . . . 0.404 0.407
λγ 0.409 0.412 . . . 0.404 0.400
λp 0.381 0.392 . . . 0.407 0.407
λy 0.404 0.405 . . . 0.402 0.403
λu 0.401 0.401 . . . 0.405 0.405
λi 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404 0.404
λw 0.403 0.403 . . . 0.409 0.405
λS 0.410 0.408 . . . 0.406 0.397
λr 0.401 0.405 . . . 0.409 0.395
λq 0.404 0.404 . . . 0.404 0.404

Table 4: contains results of exploration of region
around λ = 0.8. Cell ij contains the average T11SU
score for the system described by λ having value
0.8 and parameter in row i having the value in the
second row of column j. (Therefore all values in
column 0.8 are the same and are given only once.)
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Figure 3: Plot of the number of relevant and non-
relevant documents (x-axis and y-axis respectively),
as λ varies from 0.0 to 1.0. The points are labeled
with the corresponding value of λ.
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Table 5: Graphs of T11SU measure as a function of individual interpolation parameters, while all other
parameters are fixed at 0.8. The x-axis interval shown on each plot is from 0.6 to 1.0; y-axis interval is from
0.35 to 0.45.
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5. RESULTS
Numerous experiments were run using a set of relevance

labels released for TREC-11 in summer 2002, and evaluated
with an updated set of labels, released after the TREC-11.
Therefore the scores given here should be directly compara-
ble with the scores in the TREC-11 reports.

We examined a direct path between the DIMACS and
CAS models (a line in design space connecting DIMACS
and CAS endpoints). This was done using a single global
interpolation parameter λ to control all individual interpola-
tion parameters. In other words, unless otherwise specified
all interpolation parameters were set equal to λ. We refer to
the path between the two systems described by this global
parameter λ as the “diagonal.”

Results along the direct diagonal path are given in Table 2
and plotted in Figure 2. We note that our endpoint does not
reach the actual CAS result at TREC. It is likely that this
discrepancy in results is due to the use of a different parser,
stemmer and/or a stoplist. Such a difference would lead
to a somewhat different vocabulary and have a small but
measurable effect on the performance. It is also possible that
some aspect of the CAS system have been misunderstood by
us in our communications with the CAS researchers [15].

The first row of the Table 2 contains results obtained with-
out use of quitting strategy (that is, λq = 1). The second
row contains results obtained with interpolation of λq, i.e.
λq = λ. The differences between the two rows suggest that
the main effect of quitting strategy is to protect the system
from doing extremely poorly, and that when a system per-
forms well on its own (λ = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0), the quitting strategy
with τq ≥ 125 does not affect the score. This is easily visible
on Figure 2.

The maximum score along the diagonal is obtained at
λ = 0.8. We explored the neighborhood of this point by
varying each interpolation parameter separately around the
value 0.8. The results are given in Tables 4 and 5. The best
result in each column is presented in bold text. A number of
the results in Table 4 are better than the best diagonal result
of 0.404 and, indeed, better than the CAS result of 0.405 (for
example, results with λγ = 0.6, 0.7 or with λr = 0.9). This
suggests that we might obtain even better results by going
further off the diagonal and exploring the design space more
widely. There may, of course, be complicated interactions
between parameters, so that the change of one parameter
may affect the importance of another. We also notice that
the utility does not behave linearly in interpolation parame-
ters (for example in λr), as can be easily seen from the Table
5, which contains plots from each row of Table 4.

To complement the picture given by these utility mea-
sures, we also considered the number of positive and nega-
tive documents submitted by a system. Figure 3 shows the
parametric variation of these parameters on the diagonal run
(including varying the λq = λ parameter). It is interesting
to observe that the initial improvement is due to submitting
drastically greater numbers of relevant documents (λ =0.0
to 0.2 to 0.4). Then, as the number of relevant documents in-
creases, the submission of not relevant documents decreases
(0.4 to 0.6). At the next step, nonrelevant submissions con-
tinue to decrease, but the relevant submissions also go down
(0.6 to 0.8 - the lowest point on the graph). Finally, on step
(0.8 to 1.0) the graph makes a step in the opposite direction.
The exact set of parameters giving the best result according
to a particular measure depends on that measure. In our

case, the measure is an average of truncated linear utilities,
which explains the complexity of relation between the num-
bers of relevant and nonrelevant documents retrieved and
the utility.

Table 6 presents the same information as Figure 3, but
as a fraction of the total number of relevant and nonrele-
vant documents that are retrieved along the diagonal path.
Here the “step back” from 0.8 to 1.0 is easier to see than
in the graph. We also note that the while there is signif-
icant overlap between the results along the diagonal path,
the methods in fact achieve very similar scores by retrieving
a number of different relevant documents.

Table 7 (which is structured similarly to Table 4) explores
results in the region around λ = 0.8. Once again, we cannot
obtain a clear conclusion about effects of parameters from a
table alone. The effect of changing a parameter at a given
point (λ = 0.8) can be different for relevant and nonrele-
vant documents, and may also depend on the direction of
the change. For example, increasing λr leads to increased
submission of both kinds of documents, while increasing λγ

or λy leads to decrease in number of submitted documents.
Parameters λα or λw have a nonlinear effect on number of
relevant or nonrelevant submissions, which may mean that
they have a local optima with respect to these kinds of doc-
uments around 0.8.

While the plots of relevant and non relevant documents
submitted (that is, passing the filter) help us to see into the
complexity of the problem, they are not a good basis for
optimization. Therefore we propose that a specific utility
measure be used in optimization studies.

We did preliminary evaluation of the differences in per-
formance of CAS and 0.8-point system on topics of differ-
ent types. Our results (Table 8) show that CAS performed
somewhat better on intersection topics, while 0.8-point sys-
tem had higher utility on assessor topics. However, a de-
tailed study is needed before conclusions can be made about
the relations between individual parameters and topics (or
groups of topics).

In order to determine whether our results are due to some
peculiarity of the TREC corpus, or of the particular ordering
of documents, we conducted two more sets of experiments.

In the first group of experiments, we randomly reordered
the documents in the TREC test set and ran our interpo-
lation system with parameter λ set to 0, 0.8 and 1.0. This
was repeated 5 times. The results are in Table 9, and they
are consistent with the results using the standard ordering
(Table 2).

In the second group of experiments, we applied our inter-
polation system to the OHSUMED dataset [8]. Documents
in the years 1987-1988 were used for training, while those
from the years 1989-1991 were used as a test set. We used 77
queries, specified only by relevant documents in the train-
ing set (i.e. there was no qterms vector). Another significant
difference from the TREC-11 AF task was a relatively large
number of positive examples in the training set. The results
of homotopy on this data are given in Table 3 and Figure 2
(due to a smaller size of OHSUMED data we were able to
explore the diagonal more fully). The overall shape of the
utility curves is the same as on the TREC dataset. The rise
at the 1.0 endpoint suggests that the optimal performace on
this dataset may be achieved with the interpolation param-
eters outside [0, 1] region.
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λ 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
relevant 0.243 0.483 0.746 0.751 0.639 0.676

nonrelevant 0.426 0.457 0.299 0.164 0.072 0.102

Table 6: Fraction (of the total over the diagonal path), for each value of λ, of the relevant and not relevant
documents submitted by the system. The totals are 3228 and 13510 respectively. Note that the best
performance is not obtained when the largest number of relevant documents is submitted. The graph of
actual values is given in Figure 3.

assessor intersection
# topics avg. T11SU difference # topics avg. T11SU difference

CAS better than 0.8 18 -0.047 25 -0.037
0.8 better than CAS 25 0.062 13 0.011
CAS and 0.8 equal 7 0 12 0

Total 50 0.014 50 -0.015

Table 8: Comparison of CAS and 0.8 homotopy point on assessor and intersection topics. Positive difference
indicates 0.8 performed better than CAS.

Parameter Parameter Values
0.7 0.8 0.9

r n r n r n
λα 2086 975 . . . . . . 2089 1010
λγ 2273 1233 . . . . . . 1923 830
λp 2043 1129 . . . . . . 2014 939
λy 2106 1005 . . . . . . 2029 948
λu 2065 1037 . . . . . . 2071 977
λi 2062 977 2062 977 2062 977
λw 2055 1000 . . . . . . 2119 1007
λS 2153 1021 . . . . . . 2123 1031
λr 2037 993 . . . . . . 2149 1044
λq 2062 977 . . . . . . 2062 977

Table 7: Cell ij contains the number of relevant
and nonrelevant documents submitted by the sys-
tem described by λ having value 0.8 and parameter
in row i having the value in the second row of col-
umn j. (Therefore all values in column 0.8 are the
same and are given only once.) The total number
of known relevant documents is 9050, while that of
known nonrelevant is 71264.

λ 0.0 0.8 1.0
Average T11SU 0.108 0.406 0.391

Standard Deviation 0.002 0.002 0.004

Table 9: Results of experiments with re-ordered
TREC test set (averages across 5 runs).

6. DISCUSSION
Researchers in IR have long known that “the devil is in

the details”, and that changes in the implementation of a
specific method can produce significant changes in the mea-
sured performance. This has led to confusion over what
ought to be meant by the words “the XX system”. Other
than a claim of ownership, such a text often does not tell
us enough to permit replication of the experiment, and does
not contribute to broader scientific understanding of the role
of specific design choices in improving IR performance. The
present note illustrates that problem, using two approaches
that could well be described as “the Rocchio classifier”. Yet
the performance of one is nearly four times that of the other!
A newcomer to the field might well be puzzled as to whether
the “classifier” in question is a good one or a bad one.

We hope that this note, by providing specific models for
interpolation between pairs of design choices, even quite
complex ones, will aid other researchers to explore their own
systems, and the regions “between systems” in a systematic
fashion. While the “texts” that describe systems for learning
and classification are often radically different, the underly-
ing computational mechanisms are usually “connectable” in
a reasonable design space, with a bit of ingenuity.

Costruction of homotopy between two linear classifiers,
such as Rocchio and linear SVM, should prove to be rather
similar to what is described here. (SVM decision hyperplane
can be seen as a sum of weighted positive and negative sup-
port vectors, analogous to Rocchio query vector q.) We
believe that the well-known “kernel trick” can be used to
interpolate between different non-linear SVMs, or between
a non-linear SVM and a linear classifier in the same fashion.

One significant possible implication of this work is to in-
corporate ideas of homotopy and connectability of systems
into a framework for designing new systems. Two systems
may be connected in a fashion described here and the path
between them can be explored for a system with better per-
formance. It should also be possible to connect more than
two systems in such a fashion. In this case it would be more
accurate to talk of exploring a region in design space gener-
ated by the systems.

A more abstract approach would involve combination of
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systems at a more abstract level. For example, we can
broadly talk about systems having a representation mod-
ule, a score computation module and a thresholding module.
The interaction between these modules defines the behavior
of a system. Two or more very different systems having
only this kind of structure in common may be combined at
each of these levels, producing a new system. The resulting
system is quite different from classical combination of clas-
sifiers, where the systems are combined by adding an extra
level of post-processing “on top”. A potential advantage
over the approach discussed in this paper is much greater
simplicity of constructing the combinations: the few high-
level modules can be considered “black boxes” and their
outputs combined using a small number of parameters and
then fed to the next level.

Finally, we note that in moving to design space we do not
avoid the two fundamental problems. First, the range of
parameters cannot be explored exhaustively, and since the
performance measures are not smooth functions, techniques
for non-smooth optimization [5] will be needed. For prob-
lem areas such as text filtering where ground truth requires
human classification labelled data will always be in short
supply and overfitting will always be a potential problem.
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